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First Physics Nobel Prize for Climate Science



First Physics Nobel Prize for Climate Science



• Despite the climate naysayers and “zombie theories”, 
the fundamental physics governing the atmosphere and 
climate system have been validated 

• Global warming is resting on solid science 

• Climate science is finally duly recognized

The message behind Manabe and Hasselman’s Nobel prizes



Abundance of biases, prejudices, feelings 
of superiority, myths, fallacies and “zombi 
theories” regarding meteorology and 
climate science.
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Meteorologists are sometimes confused with:

- Weather anchor (*)

- Commmunicators

- Climate Activists



Weather anchor men/women (*)

(*): 50% of TV3 weather people are in fact physicists



Communicators



Climate activists



Steve Koonin, theoretical physicist
“Unsettled: the truth about climate science that you aren’t getting elsewhere.” 

Freeman Dyson, theoretical and mathematical physicist
Deplorable ignorance? Arrogance? Thick-headedness?  



We´ve known about the greenhouse 
effect and CO2 impact on climate for 
two centuries. 
Really.



The Grandfathers of Climate Science ….



1820







The Grandfathers of Climate Science ….
But the grand-mother is missing !!!

1856
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But the grand-mother is missing !!!
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Science on the effect of the greenhouse effect progressed, albeit with 
gaps. 
By the second half of the 20th century we also knew that: 

1938: atmospheric temperature and CO2 were increasing (Callendar)



Science on the effect of the greenhouse effect progressed, albeit with 
gaps. 
By the second half of the 20th century we also knew that: 

1938: atmospheric temperature and CO2 were increasing (Callendar)
1931: adding more CO2 would raise the effective emission height in 
the atmosphere to space and thus would warm the planet (Hulburt)
1958: confirmed via Keeling’s  monitoring program of CO2
concentration with infrared spectroscopy at Mauna Loa.



But difficulties remained: 

- No solid mathematical framework to understand 
the finer details of the greenhouse effect

- No solid understanding of non-linear differential 
equations and how to solve them numerically

- No computational power to properly model the 
atmosphere in 3D.



“For the physical 
modelling of 
Earth’s climate, 
quantifying 
variability and 
reliably 
predicting global 
warming.” 

Sykuro Manabe: a genius and a gentleman



Sykuro Manabe:A pillar in the field of climate science

His work laid the foundation for the development of current climate models

BUT ALSO

He used simplified models 
• To first explore the interaction between radiation balance and the vertical transport 

of air masses (RCE  radiative-convective equilibrium). 

• To first quantify the relative role of different greenhouse gases in earth´s climate, 
quantify the water vapor feedback and analyse what doubling carbon dioxide (CO2) 
would do to global temperature.



Manabe and Wetherald (1967) has been described as the most 
influential climate paper ever. 



Tropospheric layer is characterized 
by a decrease in temperature with 
height, i.e. a positive lapse rate:

Γ = - !"
!#

≈ 6.5 K/km

Ts ≈ 15ºC

Before Manabe this profile was not 
well understood.

Tropopause

TROPOSPHERE

STRATOSPHERE



Pure radiative equilibrium: a recipe

• Consider a 1-D atmosphere
• Specify solar radiation at the top
• Specifiy short-wave and long-wave absortivity.  

for H20, CO2 and O3 (add absorbents to taste)

• Boundary conditions: 
• At the surface: net upward flux of long-wave 

radiation = net downward flux of solar 
radiation

• At  the top of the atmosphere: net upward 
flux of long-wave radiation = net downward 
flux of solar radiation

• Calculate radiative equilibrium temperature of 
each layer. Repeat calculation with new fluxes.

• Solve for the asymptotic steady state solution of 
an initial value problem
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Pure radiative equilibrium: a recipe

• Consider a 1-D atmosphere
• Specify solar radiation at the top
• Specifiy short-wave and long-wave absortivity.  

for H20, CO2 and O3 (add absorbents to taste)

• Boundary conditions: 
• At the surface: net upward flux of long-wave 

radiation = net downward flux of solar 
radiation

• At  the top of the atmosphere: net upward 
flux of long-wave radiation = net downward 
flux of solar radiation

• Calculate radiative equilibrium temperature of 
each layer. Repeat calculation with new fluxes.

• Solve for the asymptotic steady state solution of 
an initial value problem

Way too hot !



Manabe’s stroke of genius: 

• Pure radiatitive equilibrium 
produces a surface that is way too 
hot the surface

• Manabe (and Stickler) deviced a 
convective-adjustment scheme, 
whereby the lapse rate is adjusted to 
the observed tropospheric lapse rate 
( 6.5 K/km) 

• The observed lapse rate (the result 
of competing complicted processes) 
is accepted as an observed fact and 
regarded as a critical threshold for 
convection. 



Radiative-convective equilibrium 
(RCE): a recipe

• Consider a 1-D atmosphere
• Specify solar radiation at the top
• Specifiy short-wave and long-wave 

absortivity for H20, CO2 and O3

• Calculate radiative equilibrium temperature 
of each layer

• Check for static stability
• If layers are unstable, mix them !                      

(e.g. if Γ >  Γc, set Γ =  Γc)

• Solve for the asymptotic steady state 
solution of an initial value problem

• This produces a fairly reasonable profile 
with a much colder surface Reasonable !
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So maybe in the atmosphere we are 
concerned with the high-noise limit, whereas 
in spin-glass theory one is concerned with the 
low-noise limit (?)

The concept of pure radiative 
equilibrium is still very useful 
because we can think of radiative 
emission (cooling) as    a relaxation 
toward that target state from a 
realistic noisy state.

Observed profile

Hypothetical 
unstable 
final equilibrium 
state

Analogy with Parisi´s work : 

The radiative equilibrium profile could be viewed as a 
“frustrated unstable state”, awaiting a “spontaneous 
symmetry breaking”.



Now the RCE model can be used for multiple purposes:

• Determine the role of each absorbent gas in maintaining the the thermal structure 
of the atmosphere and the surface temperature



• Only water vapor: too 
cold and no stratosphere

• Add CO2: 10ºC warmer 
but still no stratosphere

• Add O3: sharp tropopause 
and a temperature 
increase with height in 
the stratosphere

Application of Manabe´s model



Now the RCE model can be used for multiple purposes:

• Determine the role of each absorbent gas in maintaining the the thermal structure 
of the atmosphere and the surface temperature

• Investigate the impact of doubling CO2  or equilibrium climate sensitivity (2.3ºC 
close to current estimates)

• Determine that the stratosphere COOLS upon increasing CO2 



Equilibrium climate sensitivity 
(ECS) refers to the amount of 
global surface warming that will 
occur in response to a doubling of 
atmospheric CO2 concentrations .

• 1867: Manabe and Wetherald:  
ECS = 2

• 2021: IPCC AR6 (2021) reports 
assessed best estimate is 3°C 
with a likely range of 2.5°C to 
4°C



Equilibrium climate sensitivity 
(ECS) refers to the amount of 
global surface warming that will 
occur in response to a doubling of 
atmospheric CO2 concentrations .

• 1867: Manabe and Wetherald:  
ECS = 2

• 2021: IPCC AR6 (2021) reports 
assessed best estimate is 3°C 
with a likely range of 2.5°C to 
4°C

Logarithmic effect. Each doubling of CO2 leads
To the same temperature increase



Data from Manabe and Wetherald (1967) 

Change in the Radiative–convective equilibrium temperature profiles computed with a 1D model

CO2 increase Solar constant increase

Troposphere warms 
but stratosphere 

cools !

This the signature of 
the Greenhouse 

Effect

Both troposphere and 
stratosphere warm !

This is the fingerprint 
of an increase in solar 

output

Distinct fingerprints of 
two kinds of forcing



Debunking zombie 
theories: 

Not only does the 
solar irradiance not 
show any increasing 
trend in recent 
decades, unlike 
greenhouse gas 
concentrations ….



… but the 
vertical structure 
of the observed 
warming is NOT 
consistent with 
solar forcing !



Now the RCE model can be used for multiple purposes:

• Determine the role of each absorbent gas in maintaining the the thermal structure 
of the atmosphere and the surface temperature

• Investigate the impact of doubling CO2  or equilibrium climate sensitivity (2.3ºC 
close to current estimates)

• Determine that the stratosphere COOLS upon increasing CO2

• Investigate the role of the water vapor feedback (positive feedback that magnifies 
the surface temperature change by a factor of ∼2)

• Investigate the role of clouds

• Test the method to incorporate radiative transfer into an advanced general 
circulation model of the atmosphere



• Manabe’s subsequent work led to the development of the GFDL 
general circulation model (or global climate model), initially just 
including the atmosphere and eventually and ocean.

• For the first time, it was possible to take into account the 
complex interactions between the atmosphere and the oceans, 
including the dynamics of radiative heat transfer and carbon 
dioxide levels in driving global climate



1 MB

Evolution 
of Climate 
Models



Climate models 
are now
Earth system 
models



Manabe´s model projections have held up very well! 



Comparison of the pattern of 
warming from Manabe and 
Stouffer (1989), assuming a 
transient doubling of CO2, with 
subsequent observations of 
temperature change (1991-2015 
minus 1961-1990)

The projections shown here were made 
before the observations confirmed 
them as being correct, striking at the 
heart of the argument that modellers 
tune their models to yield the correct 
climate change results.



Though the first calculation of the warming of Earth due
to CO2 increase was carried out by Arrhenius in 1896, accu-
rate CO2 and water-vapor spectroscopy and a fully correct
formulation of planetary energy balance did not come to-

gether until the work of Syukuro Manabe and Richard

Wetherald in 1967.2,12 With that development, the theory was
brought to its modern state of understanding. It has with-stood 
all subsequent challenges and without question repre-
sents one of the great triumphs of 20th-century physics



Klaus Hasselman: an über-multidisciplinary scientist

“For the 
physical 
modelling of 
Earth’s climate, 
quantifying 
variability and 
reliably 
predicting 
global 
warming.” 



Hassellmann has produced excellent work on many different fields: 

- Turbulence
- Ocean waves
- Seismic waves
- Remote sensing
- Stochastic forcing
- Climate Dynamics
- Climate Change, using insights from quantum and plasma physics

- Two great legacies: 

The stochastic climate 
model Fingerprinting





Klaus Hasselmann and his colleague Frankignoul developed climate models 
that incorporated weather events instead of averaging over them, as had been 
done before.

He relied on the premise that the climate slowly evolves as an overall response 
to the fast random fluctuations we know as weather.

He derived a generalizable stochastic description of the ocean, in which the 
noise is associated with weather while the underlying trends indicate changes 
in climate.

In so doing, he advanced GCMs and our understanding of atmosphere-ocean 
interactions. We now have a  a deeper appreciation for the base-line impacts of 
this interaction and the role the oceans play in modifying climate behaviour. 



Basic idea :
The coupled ocean-atmosphere-cryosphere-land system is divided into 
Ø a rapidly varying “weather” component (essentially the atmosphere)
Ø a slowly responding “climate” component (the ocean, cryosphere, land vegetation, etc.)

Traditional approach: 

Average flux effects of the rapidly varying 
weather components are parameterised.

The resultant prognostic equations are 
deterministic, and climate variability can 
normally arise only through variable 
external conditions. 

Stochastic approach: 

The non-averaged “weather” components 
are also retained and appear formally as 
random forcing terms

The climate system acts as an integrator of 
these short-period fluctuations and exhibits 
a random-walk response.
(analogy with the Brownian motion problem 
in which large particles interact with an 
ensemble of much smaller particles). 



APPROACH: stochastic two-time scale climate model paradigm for climate 
(SST) variability 𝜏!"#$%&'()( ≪ 𝑡 ≪ 𝜏$*(!+

• Ocean mixed-layer temperature 
anomalies are forced by high 
frequency random atmospheric 
variability via surface energy fluxes 
and decays by damping back to 
the atmosphere via turbulent 
energy and longwave radiative 
fluxes, modelled as a negative linear 
feedback term).

Thus, the ocean mixed 
layer integrates the “white 
noise” atmospheric 
forcing to yield a “red 
noise” SST response.



Deser et al. 2010

SST (mixed-layer) temperature response to random 
variations in surface heat flux forcing over a 60-year 
period for a shallow (winter North Pacific) and a deep 
(winter northern North Atlantic) mixed layer. 

Same fast atmospheric forcing
(weather)

Ocean  response in a shallow mixed layer:
year to year fluctuations

Ocean response in a deep mixed layer:
Decade to decade fluctuations

This makes it difficult to separate the 
contributions of oceanic and atmospheric 
forcing solely on a timescale basis.

The predictability or persistence of SST anomalies is thus limited 
to the timescale associated with the thermal inertia of the mixed 
layer (depth of the mixed layer and damping time scale)



The white-noise spectrum of  the  atmospheric input produces  a red  response spectrum, 
with  most of the variance concentrated  in very long periods.  
We need the negative feedback for the response to be stationary.

SST spectra from Hasselmann´s stochastic model is a 
reasonable fit to observed SST spectra in the northern 
Pacific Ocean (a dynamically “quiet region”)

• Hasselmann´s simple stochastic 
climate model has been widely 
adopted as the leading paradigm for 
the “null hypothesis” of SST 
variability in middle and high 
latitudes in regions where random 
atmospheric forcing is 
a good approximation and away from 
dynamically active regions.



Hasselmann´s simple stochastic climate 
model has been widely adopted as the 
leading paradigm for the “null hypothesis” 
of SST variability in middle and high 
latitudes, in regions where random 
atmospheric forcing is a good approximation 
and away from dynamically active regions.



The paper set the stage for formal methods of detection and attribution of climate change.

1979



The problem in a nutshell:
can we attribute the observed warming to a human cause?

Source: GISS



Detection and attribution

• Detection: finding evidence in a record of observations for a 
contamination of the “natural variability“ by man-made signals
➜ A statistical problem.

• Attribution: finding the most plausible explanation for the cause of 
the detected contamination
➜ A plausibility argument.

Klaus Hasselman big contribution: fingerprinting

Source: Ben Santer



Natural mechanisms influencing climate

Changes in volcanic aerosols

Internal variability of the coupled 
atmosphere-ocean system

Changes in the Sun



Human effects on climate

Changes in aerosol particles from fossil 
fuel burning and biomass burning

Changes in the reflectivity of the 
Earth’s surface (albedo)

Changes in greenhouse 
gas concentrations



Multiple lines of evidence on which “discernible human influence” conclusions are based

Basic physics

Circumstantial

Paleoclimate

FINGERPRINT



Strategy: Search for a computer model-predicted pattern of
climate change (the “fingerprint”) in observed climate records

Assumption: Different influences on climate have different
fingerprints

Method: Standard statistical techniques are used to estimate
the level of agreement between the fingerprint and
observations (and estimates of natural variations, or noise)

Advantage: Fingerprinting allows rigorous tests of competing
hypotheses regarding the causes of recent climate change

So what is fingerprinting ? 







Different factors that influence climate have different “fingerprints”
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• The climate system is telling us a physically and 
internally-consistent story: the planet is warming and this 
warming is only consistent with human-induced causes

• Many scientists at research institutions and universities 
around the world – and particularly Suki Manabe and 
Klaus Hasselmann – have helped to tell this story

CONCLUSIONS




